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Pumpkin Pi.

The Common Denominator for Saving Money

M
ost kids think math isn’t very useful 
in everyday life.
With smart phones and computers 
in the palms of their hands, kids 

think they won’t use math once they finish 
school.
But, everyone is looking to save money. 
You can use math in your everyday life to 
save money – and there are lots of ways 
to do it!

And you didn’t even know it 
Most people use math without knowing it, 
although some people don’t use it as often 
as they should, and miss many money-
saving opportunities.
For example, when my parents and I were 
deciding on whether to buy a semester bus 
pass or a 10-ride card, we used math.
A semester in my school has 90 school 
days. A semester bus pass costs $150. That 
means for 90 trips (I don’t always take the 
bus in the morning) it costs $1.67 one way.
A 10-ride bus pass costs $10. That means 
I have to buy nine passes for $90.

Ninety dollars or $150? We obviously 
bought the 10-ride passes. If I hadn’t used 
math we might have wasted $60.

Ready for more? 
There are other ways to save money with 
math. Another example is to compare 
prices with different unit costs.
Let’s say there is a store with a package of 
six pairs of socks for $12, and a different 
store with the same socks for $18 with a 
“buy-one, get one 50% off” sale.
So, for the $12 socks, the unit price is $2 a 
pair. For the $18 socks its $27 for 12 pairs 
of socks. Twenty-seven dollars divided by 
12 is $2.25 a pair. What’s the best deal?
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As my mother says, “I use math to see 
if buying bulk items at my local discount 
store is cheaper than in the grocery stores. 
I need to divide the price by the number 
of ounces or packets…then I can do the 
same at a regular grocery store and I know 
which is the better option.”

Do you have a plan?
Using math also can help develop savings 
and spending plans. For example, if you 
want to buy a Play Station 4, which costs 
roughly $400, you can figure out how 
much allowance money to save every 
week or month.
If you have a year to save, you would 
have to set aside $7.70 a week. Let’s 
say you only get $5 a week in allowance. 
You could save an additional $140 from 
Christmas, birthday money, and other 
odd jobs. Doing the math helps you set 
realistic goals for saving.
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Although it’s not a significant difference, it 
can add up over time. The most common 
way unit prices are important is when 
you’re buying large quantities of things. It 
can get tricky to know which is better just 
by looking at it.

What do you get 
when you divide the 
circumference of 

your jack-o-lantern 
by its diameter?
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T
he coach is telling us the final game 
plan in the locker room. We all stand 
stock still by the door waiting to go 
out…

…and then the coach yells, “GO!” and we 
all run out, each of our hands hitting the 
sign above the doorway for good luck.
It takes work to get here
This is our first game of middle school 
football and it’s like nothing else. We all run 
onto the field and hear the crowd cheering 
for us.
It’s definitely a great feeling. This feeling, 
though, doesn’t come without hard work. 
To make your first game great, you’ll have 
to go to several practices every week, 
along with a game. 
You really have to be able to balance your 
time well to get your school work done and 
attend football practice for homework.
All of this may sound hard, but if you are 
willing to make a commitment to the team, 
it’s definitely worth it.

Costs and fees
When you sign up to play football for your 
school, there will probably be no initial sign-
up costs. If there are, they will probably be 
small - $60 or less.
The school will probably provide you with 
all of your football necessities including 
pads, practice and game day pants and 
jerseys, and helmets.
You need pads to protect yourself from 
major injuries. The helmet will protect 
your head from major injuries as well, like 
concussions.

Equipment
All the equipment you’ll need is provided 
at no cost to you. That equipment may not 
be in the best condition. For example, the 
pads might not fit quite right or maybe the 
helmet doesn’t have the most comfortable 
padding. 
The school is giving you the best they 
can and they do their best on repairs and 
upkeep.
If you don’t really like the condition of the 
equipment you are given, there is another 
option. You could buy your own. This would 
be a good choice if you are going to be 
getting a lot of playing time because you 
want to be comfortable out on the field.
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The issue of comfort is probably the main 
reason to buy your own equipment. The 
school will always provide pads with 
adequate protection. But if you get your 
pads and there seems to be cracks or 
missing padding, show your coach and he 
will get you a new set…

Fund raising
There is little or no cost to play middle 
school football. But it has to be paid for 
somehow, right?
Right. It’s paid through fund raising.
All team members are obligated to at least 
take part in the fund raising, even if they 
don’t sell everything they are given. If you 
don’t do your part in fund raising or you 
don’t sell all of what you’re told to sell, there 
will most likely be a consequence from your 
coach.
We had to sell coupon books and it wasn’t 
easy. If you want it to be a little easier, sell 
it to your family and friends first, then go 
door to door selling what is left.
When selling, wear a shirt that shows your 
team logo. Smile a lot, and try to convince 
the buyer they will get more than their 
money’s worth out of the product.

The benefits outweigh the costs
Middle school football is a fun sport that 
can come along with some costs, but you 
have plenty of options to offset expenses.
If you believe playing middle school football 
would be fun, the benefits outweigh the 
costs.

Fall.

If money 
really did grow on 
trees, what would

 be everyone’s 
favorite
 season?



It’s too far 
to walk.

Items needed:

• Q-tips
• Small plates
• Paint (All of your favorite fall colors)

Fall Tree 
Q-Tip Painting

Directions:

Using the q-tips (either individually or bundle them with 
a rubber band for a different look), use each color to 
create your leaves, making your own fall tree.
What to get even more creative? Draw your own tree and 
color it in with crayons, colored pencils or paint.

Why do birds 
fly south in 

the fall?
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B
uying on impulse – it happens to 
the best of us. 
It’s easy to do: you go to the store 
to buy a snack but get distracted 

and end up grabbing a new hoodie, a 
video game, and some earbuds.
Then, in the checkout line, you see 
the new “Hunger Games” movie. You 
haven’t seen it yet, so you pick it up 
and add it to your cart.
You get home and realize you bought 
a lot of stuff you don’t really want or 
need, but you forgot popcorn – the very 
thing you went out to get.
How does this happen?

Zapped by positioning pros
Store managers pay people to position 
items in the store so you’ll be more 
likely to buy them.
Check it out next time you shop; leave 
your money at home, and look at aisle 
displays and sale bins. You probably 
wouldn’t buy any of it if it weren’t so 
cleverly display.
The store owners use logic, 
psychology, and profitability to 
determine which items go in which 
places. Marketers want to draw your 
attention to items you probably never 
considered buying, but suddenly seem 
attractive and necessary.
When something is priced right, placed 
next to a cash register, and you have 
several minutes waiting in line to look 
at it, you decide you want it and…the 
positioning pros win again. 
How do you resist all those forces 
tugging at you to buy? Here are a few 
suggestions…

Even the score
Most important: Before you go into a 
store, make a list of things you need 
and stick to your list. Then:
• If you’re going to the mall to hang 

out, leave your money at home
• If you’re just browsing, take a 

limited amount of cash to buy a 
soda or food, but not enough to buy 
anything substantial.

• If you see something you really like, 
wait a day, and go back if you still 
want it.

• Think of a big-ticket item you’re 
saving for—a tablet, an Xbox, or 
a smartphone—whenever you’re 
tempted to make an impulse buy.

Get what you want
Understanding merchandising 
techniques helps you resist impulse 
buying. Understanding helps you buy 
the things you really want, not just 
things that catch your eye.
Those that resist those marketing 
efforts are the biggest winners.
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1
Use your markers to color designs 
onto the coffee filters. Feel free to 
experiment with colors and shapes. 
The only limit is your imagination!

Don’t feel like waiting?
Follow these simple steps to make your own!

coffee filters
washable markers

scissors
spray bottle full of water

paper towels 
or newspapers

supplies
 needed:

2 Spray the decorated 
filters with water. The 
colors will start to run 
together and create 
new ones!



maze solution:

word search solution:
3
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Blot the wet filters with 
paper towels or old 
newspapers until dry.

Fold in half.

Fold again. And 
again.

One 
more 
time.

Now for the really fun part! Cut tiny 
shapes out of the sides of your folded 
filter. Make sure to leave just a little bit 

in tact so that it won’t fall apart.

Unfold and admire your one-of-a-kind masterpiece!!!



August 8, 1786 is when Congress 
established the U.S. monetary system.

Dracula is COUNTING on you 
to help him escape the maze!



And Since we’re on 
the subject of counting,

how many of these banking terms 
can you find in the puzzle below?

BUDGET

ACCOUNTS

CREDIT

CURRENCY

DEBIT

DEBT

EARNING

FINANCES

INVEST

PLANNING

SAVE


